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Synopsis
Uniqueness of non-negative solutions conjectured in an earlier paper by Shivaji is proved. Our
methods are independent of those of that paper, where the problem was considered only in a ball.
Further, our results apply to a wider class of nonlinearities.
1. Introduction
Here we study the uniqueness of non-negative solutions to the boundary value
problem
-Au = A/(u) for xeft,
u = 0 for x e dft,
where A >0 and ft is a bounded region in Rn with smooth boundary.
We assume that /(0)>0 and that for some positive constant C and some
ur d (1.2)
for all u § 0. Our main result is:
THEOREM 1.1. There exists Ao such that for ASA0, the problem ( l . l ) x has a
unique non-negative solution.
Our proof depends on the maximum principle for subharmonic functions and
trace inequalities (see [1]). Theorem 1.1 proves a conjecture raised in [4] where
the result was proved when ft is a ball and d = 2.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
As is well documented (see [4]), for each A > 0 , the problem ( l . l ) x has a minimal
and a maximal positive solution. Let them be ux and ux respectively. Let
wk = vK - ux g 0. Hence, by the mean value theorem, there exist continuous
functions 0k:(l-+R such that wx ^  dK S u x and
-Awx=A/'(0x)wx for x e f l ,
v^--Ux
wx = 0 for x G aft.
Let z:il—*R denote the solution of — Az = 1 in ft, 2 = 0 on 3ft. By the
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maximum principle, it follows that A/(0)z is a subsolution to (l.l)x and AMz is a
supersolution to (l.l)x, where M = sup{/(f); teR}. Since, by Hopf's maximum
principle, z is positive in O and the inward normal derivative of z at dfl is
positive, there exists constants cx>0 and c2>0 such uiat
Asd ^  kz (x)/(0) =s ux(x) S ux (x) ^  AMz (x) ^  Ac2s, (2.2)
where s is the distance from x to dO.
Suppose Theorem 1.1 is not true. Hence, there exists a sequence An —»°° such
that wXii^0. Let zn = wXn/|wxJ22, where 112,2 denotes the norm in H2'2 (H) (see
[1]). Let a > 0 be such that if x, y e dfl, £ and TJ are the unit outward normals at x
and y respectively, then {x + s£; O g s i a } n { y + STJ; OSsS=a}=0 (see [5, p.
69]). For 0< |8Sa , we set
H3 = n - { x + s|; x Ean, 0 ^ s ^ f t | as above}. (2.3)
Since the boundary of the np ' s is parallel to the boundary of il, by the Trace
Theorem (see [1]), there exists a constant c3 such that
|zJp=Sc3, (2.4)
where | |3 denotes the norm in H3/2>2(dn3).
Now we establish an estimate for the L2-norm of the zn's on D(/3) = fl — fle for
0 < |3 S a. Let c4 be a uniform bound for the Jacobian of the transformation
(x l 5 . . . , xn) —* (y, s) with y e d£l and s the component in the unit inward normal
direction at y. Hence
f z2dx1...dxngc4f \ z2n(y, s) dy ds, (2.5)
where y ranges in dD,. By the fundamental theorem of calculus and (2.5), we have
f z2 dx £ c4 f 3 f ( f'ozjaKy, t)) dt) dy ds
sf f (dzjd£)2dydtds
Jo Jan
•"D(3)
f  )2
3. (2.6)
Let e < S <0 and An = A be large enough so that A8 < a. By (1.2) and (2.2), we
see that there exists a positive constant c5 such that |/'(^x(y+ s|))| = c5(As)^d for
all yedCl, O S s g a . This and (2.6) give
f |/'(0jzJ2dxsicsA-M<1+«>f zldx
JZ JD(XS)
(2.7)
where Z = D(As)-D(Ae). Also from (1.2) and (2.2), we have
(2.8)
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where we have used the fact that |zn|2,2= 1. Hence, on combining (2.6), (2.7) and
(2.8), we see that there is a constant M > 0 such that
f |/X0jzJ2dxgM(A3e+A-2d(1+E)+3S"+A~2d(1+s)). (2.9)
By choosing e = -(4d2 + 6d)/(4d2 + 6d + 9), 8 = -4d2/(4d2 + 6d + 9), we have
l3*12. (2.10)
Thus, by a priori estimates for elliptic equations (see [2]), we have |zn|2>2 =
MiA.i+(3G/2\ By our choice of e and since d > | (see 1.2), we have l + 3e/2<0
which contradicts the fact that |zn|2>2 = 1 for all n, and the theorem is proved.
It is easy to see that Theorem 1.1 can be extended to more general situations
such as: (i) -A can be replaced by any elliptic operator satisfying the maximum
principle, and (ii) f(u) can be replaced by f(x, u) with an adequate change in (1.2).
The problem
- A M
u
= A
= 0
3. Applications
exp {au/[a + u] for
for
xeil,
xedil,
with a >0, arises in the theory of combustion. It was proved in [3] that there is a
range of A for which (3.1)^ has at least three non-negative solutions for large
values of a. Our results prove that this range is bounded.
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